Welcome to work — Can you
design health and happiness into
a workplace? Do light, materials,
air quality and opportunities
for movement alone make the
difference? Three very different
case studies explore the current
thinking around designing for
workplace wellbeing.
Words by Veronica Simpson
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999 Brannan / Airbnb San Francisco
1 (previous spread) & 2 Airbnb’s new
San Francisco hub, 999 Brannan, has
transformed a former supermarket into
a bright workplace with themed
‘neighbourhoods’

2

The Project
The building at 999 Brannan Street was built in the mid-Eighties
as a microprocessor supermarket. The four-storey structure is
shaped like a chamfered triangle, with glass brick on two sides
and concrete at the back, where it faces on to a freeway. It has
now been resculpted and repurposed as a 1,000-person, state-ofthe-art, workspace for Airbnb. The largest scheme that Airbnb’s
Environments team — the in-house office design body — has taken
on (with local architecture studio WRNS), it forms part of the
company’s American HQ along with nearby 888 Brannan. The
design team stripped the building back to its bones, removing

1, 2, 3, 5 & 6 – Mariko Reed

A few short years ago designing workplaces to
enhance wellbeing was considered an indulgence that only the
cash-rich California dotcoms could afford. Now it is something
a large number of enlightened employers want to take seriously.
With obesity and depression on the rise, and productivity
at risk from the multiple distractions of our constantly
networked lives, on-site gyms, running tracks and meditation
rooms are becoming the new workplace ‘must-haves’. Digital
start-up campus Huckletree West in London offers a
meditation yurt; Microsoft’s Redmond HQ has literal treehouse
offices; and GitHub’s San Francisco workplace has a nap room
for their exhausted techies, complete with hammocks.
Thanks to research on workplace environments, and
development of metrics such as the WELL Building Standard
— which promotes spaces that support health and wellbeing
— architects are now joining forces with clients to make sure
they have ticked all the boxes of healthy-office characteristics:
ample daylight and views beyond your desk; good-quality
ventilation; greenery; dynamic planning to encourage
movement (from stairs to outdoor patios). Most importantly,
vast open-plan office floors and universal hot desking — the
fads of the Noughties — are out. Instead, the enlightened office
provides a choice of workplaces, from desk to quiet cocoon to
buzzy social hangout space.
This need for variety and choice is echoed by global
architecture practice Gensler’s recent investigation into
the factors that positively impact on a range of environments,
the findings of which have been translated into a Gensler
Environment Index (GEI). It finds that spaces designed to
accommodate multiple activities — working, socialising,
exercising — are more likely to result in great experiences. But
what the report doesn’t say is that ensuring your staff have the
time and encouragement to use all these add-ons is surely as
important — if not more so. Gensler’s findings also support the
idea that one-size-fits-all formulas are to be avoided.
Standout workplace design expresses a rightness of fit: a
design that resonates with the values of the client or corporation,
and those they choose to employ. Efficiency is also a major factor:
a workplace that allows you to do what you need to do seamlessly
and well adds to a sense of efficacy and self-confidence.
Oliver Marlow, whose team at Studio Tilt uses co-design
principles to deliver spaces that help resolve some of the most
complex and challenging workplace behaviours, has his doubts
about offices that adopt wacky gimmicks for wellbeing. ‘Most
of what they are doing is creating a workspace identity
to get into the magazines and attract graduates,’ he says.
‘Making space healthy is relatively straightforward: good
ventilation, materials and lighting. But ultimately, the space
itself is not as important as you might imagine. It’s still about
the human interactions and the relationships people have that
make you feel well or not.’ To conclude, Marlow paraphrases
positive psychology guru Professor Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi:
‘The conditions for wellbeing are bound up in enjoyment.
The opportunity to be creative and be valued for it in terms
of problem-solving and synthesis — work should provide that,
and workspaces should support it.’
Here we take a closer look at three very different design
models. There is Airbnb’s new 1,000-person-capacity San
Francisco hub, 999 Brannan; in design terms it’s all bells and
whistles, with themed floors plus wellbeing and meditation
zones. Then there is a much smaller, bespoke workplace for
London-based jeweller Alex Monroe and his 20 employees in
Bermondsey. With no frills or fancy finishes, everything is
designed to reinforce the designer’s ethos and make working
there easier, more enjoyable and more productive. And then
there is The Office Group, whose new Tintagel House space
in Vauxhall aims to provide a vital work and social hub for up
to 75 different companies — the antithesis of personalisation.
But if they do what they set out to do, is it the design that
is responsible or the fact that the businesses involved have
a good workplace culture — one that the design supports?

reams of cellular officing that had accumulated during its
previous incarnation (an office for Dolby). Into the building has
been brought as much of the unique light as possible from the
glass brick elevations, and poured light into the central atrium
from a huge rooflight. The Airbnb ‘belong anywhere’ ethos is
expressed by turning each floor into a different city — Buenos
Aires, Kyoto, Jaipur and Amsterdam — styling each floor’s cafe in a
way that reflects the colour, patterns and materials of that city.
Workspaces are distributed around the building in 16 55-person
‘neighbourhoods’. Each neighbourhood has custom-made
communal tables and standing desks, three phone rooms,

personal storage and a 15-30 person ‘garage’ — a meeting room
with a garage-like door that can be closed or opened out on to
the main floor, according to needs. Interspersed around the
neighbourhoods are themed meeting rooms inspired by
existing Airbnb listings from around the world. These meeting
rooms act as a draw to move people around the building, along
with two landmark structures: The Castle — a pinewood
confection that sits in the atrium, dramatising its verticality;
and The Boat — a floating office offering gradations of privacy.
Plus there’s a yoga studio, an ‘apothecary’ (over-the-counter
health service) and meditation room.
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The Designer
Aaron Taylor Harvey, executive creative director of
Airbnb Environments
‘A sense of distinction and difference through the day is what
keeps people awake to the world. The repetitive, monotonous
character of most offices is what makes them feel soul-sucking
and draining. In contrast, you can get a sense of adventure and
travel in unique distinctive environments, which make you feel
a little different. In this way, you stay constantly turned on to
your environment and the people you are speaking to,
stimulated by being at work and a feeling of presence… with
the people that you’re with every day.
‘The element that creates the greatest wellbeing for a
worker is loving your work — being stimulated fundamentally
by the work you are doing in a way that feels progressive,
sustainable and creative is the thing. The idea that work is a
slog so you need to create alternative spaces in opposition to
work seems wrong; you want work itself to be fulfilling and
energising. You do need breaks from time to time but our
primary goal is making a workspace that produces an intense
passion and connection to the fundamental goals of the
company and that gives you a feeling of wellbeing because
you believe in what you’re doing.
‘We have an intense desire to bring daylight to people. It
keeps them awake. We control acoustics: we have made almost
every wall soft, we have selective carpeting, we have baffles.
You are in an open office, you can hear the conversation
around you but only that conversation.
‘When it comes to the actual wellness facilities, the yoga
room is very successful. There are multiple classes per day.
The meditation room was requested, and people who use it
really love it.’
The Occupants
Airbnb’s staff at 999 Brannan spoke to Blueprint anonymously
about what they enjoy in their new workspace.
Employees mentioned the lack of work cubicles helped, and
that the cycle lockers made commuting far easier. Others
appreciated the coffee and snacks on hand. One employee
noted: ‘I love the fact that I almost never have to think about
where I’m going to get a snack or lunch or my afternoon
coffee. While I’m working, I’ll just stand up, without thinking
about it, go get what I need and then come back to my desk
and continue working (often without breaking my train of
thought). That’s an enormous asset to my productivity, and
is one of my favourite things about working here.’ Another
added: ‘I feel like if I need something, it’s available.’
The care taken to differentiate individual spaces has had
an impact. ‘The kitchens are beautiful; they lift my mood when
I go into them,’ said one staffer. Another volunteered: ‘The
cafes are amazing spaces to meet with others. My best and
most productive meetings of two or three people often take
place in them.’
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3 Daylight pours through 999
Brennan’s central rooflight on
to shared work/meeting spaces
at the heart of the building
4 Aaron Taylor Harvey
5 Airbnb staff can escape the larger
shared workspaces and enjoy renewed
focus in semi-private zones
6 (following spread) Meeting-room
styling, inspired by actual Airbnb
listings, that staffers can customise
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Tintagel
House /
The Office
Group
Vauxhall,
London
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The Project
What are the incentives for a flexible-office provider to
generate wellbeing in the workplace — especially when their
tenants are, by definition, a highly mobile mix of everything
from small one-person start-ups to companies expanding so
dynamically that they will have to move to their own premises
within a year or so? Co-working space provider The Office
Group has been in the game for 14 years, and now has 37
buildings. Tintagel House in Vauxhall will be the 38th. Opening
this February, the former Metropolitan Police building it is
housed in has been transformed by Universal Design Studio
together with architecture practice Stanton Williams. It has a
two-storey extension to the rear of the building, taking full
advantage of its riverside setting. A shared landscaped garden
area gives directly on to the riverbank.
The ground and most of the first floor of this 10,700 sq m
scheme will be filled with shared spaces, with moveable
screens and furniture maximising flexilibity. Everything from
fashion shows to film nights can be programmed here. A
workshop space is planned, suitable for crafting or cooking
courses; whatever the occupants request. There is also a gym,
which occupants have automatic membership of, and which
will also be funded by external membership.
Remaining first-floor space will include small company
studios and fixed co-working, comprising long, shared tables
with fixed positions that people take ownership of. Moving up

the building, there is a range of different-sized offices. Wider
corridors have been created on the river side, to persuade
people to come and sit or work in these interstitial spaces. The
top two floors — with the best views — will be occupied by
larger, longer-term tenants.
Movement is encouraged throughout the building by
placing attractive facilities at both top and bottom (the gym).
There is a bar on the 11th floor, with an apartment which can
be hired out to members, plus a roof terrace on the 12th, which
will be open only to the building’s residents.

terrazzo we have polished it up and it has a real warmth.
Acoustic baffles are in the ceiling to absorb some of the sound.
‘The shared spaces are a lot more intensely designed and
layered in their materials. But the rest of the building is quite
simple and flexible. A lot of the design work has gone into the
rhythm of the corridors — we took our cue from the geometry
of the building. We have created rooms within rooms without
putting up barriers or screens, and denoted that by changing the
floor finish. We have really tried to give people lots of choices.
‘Because of the history of the building there are weird
quirks and nooks and corners, which we have tried to retain.
There is going to be one secret room that people are going to
have to find out about to get access to.
‘One of the main wellbeing features comes down to
continued learning: the idea that people won’t just get
everything they need from their job, they need new ideas,
new possibilities, new points of reference and new networks,
which is what this building facilitates.’

The Designer
Paul Gulati, associate director, Universal Design Studio
‘In this sector, where people come and go and there’s a mix
of occupations, there is a real flux — these spaces need to
create a whole series of different choices for individuals and
organisations. Especially in co-working spaces, they’re not just
buying a space where they sit on their own; they want to have
a reason to move around; they need to be able to find quiet
focused areas; they want options.
‘The Metropolitan Police had its first computer in this
building, so we have imagined this as a space where detective
boffins might have worked, rather than Scotland Yard. We
started thinking about filmic spaces and a graphic quality.
We have used brushed stainless steel, a polished concrete floor
throughout the ground floor, and where there is original

The Client
Charlie Green, CEO, The Office Group
‘Our view of life is that technology is increasingly pervading
and changing our behaviour in the workplace. The fact that
we are connected all the time to our work means that actually
what we all seek is to have some rewarding human aspect
to our working lives. Part of the solution is community

and being around other people. If you create a richer user
experience, a consequence of that is increased wellbeing.
‘If you ask me for the number one factor that I have to have
in an office building, it’s natural light. That’s part of wellbeing.
Then there’s the level of comfort: we want people to feel like
it’s their business home.
‘It’s really important to balance longevity with style. Some
of our competition make a point of being very funky, industrial
and raw, but that may not last. We care about details — door
furniture, flooring, toilets. We’re thinking about the people
who will use the space. If we see the offer through their eyes
and understand what they want, we’ll get it right.
‘It’s also about providing healthy, nutritious food. We’ll
be having a vegetable garden on site where we’ll grow food
that people can eat in the cafe. We believe that outside space
is really important to mental health. We have a garden looking
out on to the river that will be landscaped beautifully — and
a roof garden on the 12th floor. We’re creating opportunities
for people to escape from the routine, as well as a variety of
places they can work from. Throughout the building are
various pockets and areas that give people a choice.
‘We’ll have about 1,200 people working from the building,
which translates to between 60 and 75 different companies.
We create the opportunity for people to collaborate and work
together. With Tintagel we will have running clubs, networking
events and film nights, so the work and social boundaries blur.’

7 Paul Gulati
8 Charlie Green
9 Tintagel House offers flexibility,
variety and comfort in shared social
areas like this ‘Forum’
10 An apartment on Tintagel House’s
top floor can be hired out for events
or visitors or as respite after a latenight’s work
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9 & 10 – Universal Design Studio
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Alex Monroe Workshop Bermondsey, London
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shared workbench where his staff face each other; daylight
pours in from a lightwell built into a shared first-floor patio,
which leads from the kitchen-meeting space.
A popular design element from Snowsfield — a ‘social
staircase’ open to each floor — has been repeated on a larger
scale here. On the exterior, horizontal weathered steel louvres
allow even more daylight through the glazed walls, and express
on to the streets Monroe’s commitment to keeping making in
the heart of London, in an area whose light industry structures
have nearly all turned residential.
The Designer
David Hills, co-director and co-founder, DSDHA
‘Alex always has a really clear brief, though it’s an open one;
all the key staff were consulted. It was about taking what was
successful at Snowsfield and looking at how that worked and
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11 The bespoke cladding of steel
louvres expresses a spirit of
craftsmanship, linking the workshop to
Bermondsey’s manufacturing heritage
12 David Hills
13 Alex Monroe and his designers
now have their own studio at the top
of the building
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11 & 13 – Luca Miserocchi

The Project
Alex Monroe is a successful British jewellery brand, a flagship
‘name’ for boutique department stores around the world.
Monroe attributes much of the brand’s global success in the
past six years to having had the privilege of sitting down with
his architects of choice — DSDHA — to think about what visual
and material elements express his ethos. First he did this in
order to design his own boutique, studio and sales space in
Snowsfield, Bermondsey in 2012. This space was joined in 2017
by a larger, dedicated four-storey workshop and design studio
nearby on Tower Bridge Road (TBR).
With TBR, Monroe wanted a grown-up workshop from
which he could mastermind his brand’s growth. He also
wanted to give his loyal crew of a dozen jewellers, who had
been hand-finishing every piece in increasingly cramped
quarters, a state-of-the-art making space. Here there is a long,
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how that could translate in a different way. The first thing was
to make the bigger ground floor the workshop. Then we
wanted to keep the gesture of the staircase as the social
connector within the building. There are facets to how
people work on each floor, and when it is made visible,
each contribution becomes more present.
‘We wanted the character to come from the building. Because
it is a workshop, we used timber as a single material as much as
possible, so that becomes a backdrop, and what you see when
you come in is the people, the objects, the activity. And you can
read how the building was made — you see the structure. The
character also comes from light: we wanted to bounce as much
light as possible through the proportions of the building.
‘The workshop is constructed between the two adjoining
buildings, and is only 4m wide. To make the most of the groundfloor workshop space, we had to build out into the garden,
putting the noisy machinery in its own room at the end (it can
be closed off with a sliding door). So outdoor space is now on
the first floor, with a terrace. A skylight in the terrace floor brings
daylight into the centre of the workshop, revealing changing
light and weather conditions; when it rains, the patterns of
water are reflected into the workshop, which is quite magical.
‘The building has all the qualities of a work environment
that is conducive to intense focus, easy sociability,
communication and movement. By locating both Alex’s
workshop and studio a short walk from each other, a healthy
ritual has also emerged for staff to walk or cycle between the
two — a ritual that Alex particularly appreciates as an
opportunity to clear his mind en route.’
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The Client
Alex Monroe
‘It’s fascinating how few people design and build the space
that they are going to work in. When we built Snowsfield,
the momentum we got from the process of creating — and
then inhabiting — a building that represented us was huge;
it gave us a massive amount of self-confidence.
‘Our criteria are about providing a wonderful place for
people to work and a great atmosphere. With the LBR workshop,
I wanted to slightly change the way we made jewellery and just
make it a bit more… professional. I wanted the workbench to
run down the middle so people faced each other. People
normally face the wall, so when they talk, they have to turn
and then they have to shout and the noise goes up. If we put
people together, down the middle, it’s much more professional
and quiet, and they can chat but also get on with their work.
‘The perfect workplace sound? I compare it to when you
learn to weld: when it goes well it’s like the sound of frying
bacon, there’s that sizzle. And if it’s going wrong it sounds that
bit more frantic. But you don’t want it too quiet. Here, there’s
the right sound. It’s amazing. And I think you can design that
in. People prefer it here. They are skilled crafts people, and
they want to come in and get on with their job.
‘Communication is the main problem you face as you grow.
And the open staircase really helped at Snowsfield. You don’t
want to all be in the same room, but if someone needs
something urgently, you can shout up or down the stairs and
find out instantly. The way the space works here is absolutely
brilliant. It’s even better.

14 Alex Monroe
15 instead of facing a wall, in the
workroom the jewellers face each other
across a large shared workbench

15 – Luca Miserocchi
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